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you still doubt about products, SAP C-SAC-2102 testking PDF
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Not only that they compile the content of the C-SAC-2102
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NEW QUESTION: 2
You have five sales regions. Each region is assigned a single
salesperson.
You have an imported dataset that has a dynamic row-level
security (RLS) role named Sales.
The Sales role filters sales transaction data by salesperson.
Salespeople must see only the data from their region.
You publish the dataset to powerbi.com, set RLS role
membership, and distribute the dataset and related reports to
the salespeople.
A salesperson reports that she believes she should see more
data.
You need to verify what data the salesperson currently sees.
What should you do?
A. Use the Test as role option to view data as the
salesperson's user account.
B. Instruct the salesperson to open the report in Microsoft
Power Bl Desktop.
C. Filter the data in the reports to match the intended logic
in the filter on the sales transaction table.
D. Use the Test as role option to view data as the Sales role.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of the following laws is the first to implement penalties

for the creator of viruses, worms, and other types of malicious
code that causes harm to the computer systems
A. Computer Security Act
B. Computer Fraud and Abuse Act
C. Digital Millennium Copyright Act
D. Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act
Answer: B
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